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The C++ Standard Template Library is the flagship example for libraries based on the generic
programming paradigm. The usage of this library is intended to minimize classical C/C++ errors,
but does not warrant bug-free programs. Furthermore, many new kinds of errors may arise from
the inaccurate use of the generic programming paradigm, like dereferencing invalid iterators or
misunderstanding remove-like algorithms [?].
Unfortunately, the C++ Standard does not define which standard header includes another
standard headers. It is easy to write code that works perfectly on an implementation but fails to
compile with another implementation of STL. These unportable codes should be result in compilation error with every STL implementation [?]. However, in this case the compiler does not warn
us that this code is erronous.
We present our approach how to detect the portability issues. Our approach uses dependency
graphs. We present how to build the dependency graphs to discover include problems. We have
developed a tool that is able to detect these portability issues based on the source code with this
approach. The tool takes advantage of the Clang compiler infrastructure [?]. Clang is the most
appropriate approach to develop tools that analyze the software code based on its abstract syntax
tree (AST) [?]. Our software builds dependency graph from the included header files. The tool
detects which has not been included intentionally or which header has been included needlessly.
The needless includes may increase the compilation time [?].
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